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A) COMMON CORE STANDARDS- English Language Arts, Mathematics and Multi-Content 5-8. 

Kids Financial Literacy takes pride in Multi-content, ELA, Mathematics and Standardized test 

question format aligned and Real World student relatable financial literacy components to 

Common Core Standards – ELA, SS, Consumer, Financial literacy, Economic terms. 

Mathematics and Multi-Content “construct” / come alive through community centered 

events, student collaborative building and modeling projects, participating in productions, 

financial literacy check cashing/business planning, and artifact design. Students realize 

alignments for real products, productions, public service announcements on market 

investment success skills, portfolios and performances. Collaborating with expert licensed 

teacher run staffs, Kids Financial Literacy helps teachers hit the Common Core Standards 

racing ground running, meeting challenges to make CCSS standards “live,” “real world 

audience” friendly and quantifiably and qualitatively accessible.  

 

Common Core Standards for English Language Arts, Social Studies and multi-content 

including Entrepreneurship, Economics and Mathematics: 

1) Reading -Common Core Standards for Reading (reading can reference print, diagrams, 

graphic designs. sheets, Power Point, digital texts, graphic images, ticker tapes, stock 

reports, product labels, instructions, challenges, Pinterest, Instagram, and other files). 

The Common Core Standards for Multi-Content focus on: 

READING – either of literature or informational texts for key details, craft and structure, 

integration of knowledge and ideas and range of reading and complexity of texts. 

 

Kids Financial Literacy student users of the activity books and participants in the use of 

the foldable models use decoding, interpreting, comprehending, author’s/designer’s 

purpose and analyzing skills to : read multiple docs (currency and bank reports and credit 

reports are docs), multimedia, print, graphic novels, selected literary texts, photos for key 

details, analyze visual documents, craft and structure integration of knowledge and a 

range of reading a doc-shared via a community of classroom or beyond users, a web site 

resource, a functional document such as a foldable role play or simulation or 

improvisation focused on the pizza shop or the mall shopping center or use of the ATM, 

check writing or cashing on cell phone instructions, a menu, a map or business plan 

framework procedural build steps and a coupon. Kids Financial Literacy expert instructors 

focus students on needed analysis of graphic/informational document resources and 

ability to correctly deposit checks using cell phones or to accurately determine the 

savings of a coupon or sale. This task focus helps students “engage” with the day to day 

financial literacy functional real life documents and artifacts such as money, to correctly 

interpret details, information, materials, purposes, validity of text claims, capacity to 

modify or transform instructions for another purpose and investigate further savvy 



consumerism or entrepreneurship or saving. All of these reading skills are possible within 

minutes of precious class time and anyplace/anytime student use- mirroring how reading 

skills are used and infused throughout our lives in and OUT OF SCHOOL. While Kids 

Financial Literacy does not specifically assign homework, the captivating nature of talking 

with parents about their job history, family money values and expenditures, family 

businesses and family saving goals plus reaching out to favorite local businesses for their 

insights; motivates students to do requisite secondary source and first person research 

outside of school. This is a valid preparation for real life where learning and work on an 

issue are not limited by a school period time schedule. 

Kids Financial Literacy makes READING ABOUT FINANCES an EXPLICIT REALITY 

AUTHENTIC WORLD IMMEDIATE- RIGHT AWAY IN YOUR CLASSROOM EVERY DAY. There 

is also a deliberately infused research use of further secondary source or primary source 

reading to supplement initial resources. This includes a range of literary, informational- 

math, engineering, psychology, entrepreneurship, marketing, advertising, special domain 

words use, manufacturing, cultural arts, ancient civilizations and merchandising readings. 

 

The activity books allow students to participate in multiple persuasive, opinion and fact 

based questions. They have to use special vocabulary acquisition skills, contextual 

reading, text engagement and chunking skills to respond correctly with reference to the 

texts for the questions. Students use the activity book framed questions prompts to focus 

their own independent reading for Common Core news/literary information, facts, 

details, craft, display of knowledge and get as many examples of a financial literacy 

reading range of texts and topics as they desire.  

 

As the students work within the higher order thinking, inquiry topic themed learning, 

business plan design process and close textual analysis, they inherently have to do text 

and digital multimedia reading to define and to contextualize the problems/conceptual 

factors of the activity question challenges. They need to use various ranges of texts 

(specified in all Standard 10 Common Core) to investigate social, political, urban, cultural, 

ethical, environmental and economic conditions of the target population and audience 

for their financial literacy project (news show, newsletter, fun fact quiz, parent oral 

history or local neighborhood banker/store owner interview), product (a new saleable 

and scalable for little investment project) or service (teaching peers or younger peers 

financial literacy as Kids Financial Literacy Advisors).  

 

It should be noted that while most programs include some component of 

entrepreneurship or some mathematics text based economic word problems and close 

textual analysis, few tap actual explicit financial literacy content Common Core Multi-



Content reading across a range of texts for a research purpose as Kids Financial Literacy 

explicitly does.  

 

2) WRITING: In tandem, while the majority of programs do include emphasis on procedural 

writing/narratives, Writing across Content and the writing/designing functional 

documents, few actually infuse literacy writing, financially themed topics to entertain or 

to inform or to integrate realities of everyday financial life into ongoing aligned English 

and Mathematics topics. In contrast, Kids Financial Literacy authenticates informational, 

descriptive procedural and argument plus technical writing. The Common Core in Multi-

Content in particular emphasizes in all subjects (Sciences, Social Studies, Mathematics, 

Economics/Explication of work structures)- argument/position writing, research (short 

research ) of student initiated arguments, topics /questions, narrative accounts, 

descriptions, procedural writing (business plans, investments, market plans), product 

design diagram/planning stages charting (business plans, savings plans, comparison of 

growth of money investment and return over time) identification of variables, math 

problem solving/question response steps) and convening conversations among family 

members about financial experiences and habits of living. THIS HOLDS FOR GETTING 

STUDENTS TO WRITE ABOUT Economics and Mathematics Tests, and crucial SAT and ACT 

tests as well as AP exams, Combining printed activity books with the high resolution 

graphic diagrams/illustrations/foldable models developed through Kids Financial Literacy 

course will: energize, inform and engage students in developing compelling real world 

marketing, training for jobs and using mathematical data/information to frame 

arguments. As part of their various Kids Financial Literacy topics/research projects, 

students develop: social studies/political /financial literary arguments backed up with 

maps/diagrams, digital graphics, graphic sheets with pasting games/sticker projects, and 

more. These students are then motivated to create and curate using their own 

arguments or descriptions of positions on these complex real life spending, saving, and 

building business issues using citations from current financial newspapers and images- all 

accessible to them as individuals or teams in a real world thematic course social financial 

issue problem course such as loan paybacks, accumulating debt, paying mortgages, and 

saving for wants versus necessities. They can also be creating and be developing 

alternative viable financial with a deadline for real audience WRITING /GRAPHIC display 

of knowledge feedback at a regularly scheduled Kids Financial Literacy Expo (at the 

collaborating school districts site) that builds in validating audiences- multi-sector adults 

for real world local business, bank and beyond feedback and writing for a target beyond 

classroom peers and teacher audience. 

I. Most importantly using the Kids Financial Literacy starter conversation with a 

foldable real world financial literacy model station/setting student participants 



can develop designs, prototypes, models, interventions, solutions and other 

financial literacy artifacts or products/projects/portfolios which integrate print 

activity texts, images and secondary/primary research. Using this range of visual, 

print and spoken media platforms and formats, students concretize key Common 

Core Writing Production and Distribution standard vibrantly real in terms of Kids 

Financial Literacy Fair exhibits of learning on display at culminating fairs which 

facilitate UDL and Backwards Lesson Design. That is Common Core production 

and distribution that allows students in your classroom to produce KFL inspired 

projects, models, oral history forums, talks with local business owners and 

workers plus fun fact quizzes ready for distanced peer and school wide sharing. 

Even better the network of Kids Financial Literacy facilitates sharing and feedback 

among teachers and peers on its website. 

 

3) KNOWLEDGE: Had Kids Financial Literacy wanted to adopt a literacy skill name, it might 

have been Research to Build and to Present Knowledge. Ironically this skill which is the 

centerpiece of the Common Core Skills is among the most difficult to teach because of 

students often not being motivated to do necessary unalluring tedious research, 

becomes a literal leap to locked on literacy curation fascination when students get a 

chance to ace curate/critically create, critique, collaborate, team (think on site museum 

or Kids Financial Literacy Fair or Kids Financial Literacy News) as the setting for a student 

directed/student information display of History of Money, Business Start Up, Banks and 

Credit Card and Savings and Investment topic knowledge. As part of Kids Financial 

Literacy Programs during school, summer or after school experience, students might 

research and display the history of money, use of credit cards, paper checks, the stock 

market, student loans and ATMS. They might authenticate designs for new bit currency 

or female centered bills or coins. They can do a project focused on the historic 

personalities and designs featured on United States currency/ Compare and contrast this 

vivid project based learning display of coin/currency history or medieval research of 

various money as tender as a built slide show or a Google doc image and sound rich show 

of knowledge with the traditional information print or orally read aloud report with the 

poster board on display. 

Integral to the Kids Financial Literacy topics- Currency, History of Money, Budgeting, 

Business Start Ups, Taxes, Banks and Credit Cards, Savings and Investments, are the 

student gathering relevant research resources for inquiry solutions and identification of 

problem constraints including analysis of research found social, economic, science, and 

other factors that can affect success or viability of proposed innovations and products 

and operations over time. Kids Financial Literacy is one of the few instructional resources 

that actually includes parents and caregivers as collaborators from the get go with family 



engagement tips for parents on how to get involved in the topics immediately. The 

research hits reality as working within a team the Kids Financial Literacy students in 

partnership with parents and local accessible community stakeholders weigh how the 

research impacts on alternative monetary and business solutions, the KFL newsletter or 

informational fun quiz facts offered, affects tests of innovative new product prototypes, 

and may impact on scalability and marketability for profit. All of this is concretized by 

activity book questions that are mediated by current business research and the inherent 

need for entrepreneurs, consumers, lenders, wholesalers, retailers, and wage earners 

and new product designers to be actively involved in using the research findings. This 

mirrors real life. It makes the world of PARCC come real for today’s Kids Financial Literacy 

students grades 5-8. 

Students working on Kids Financial Literacy building and presenting of knowledge as a 

team sharing their ideas in the classroom and perhaps even previewing KFL with their 

peers. They are already working as do adults in the global and local workplace as 

collaborative team members toward a deadline with a real audience beyond the 

classroom community and teacher.  

 

4) SPEAKING AND LISTENING: One of the seemingly problematic issues for teachers as they 

strive to implement the Common Core Standards across multi-content is that each of the 

strands demand as a culmination, a range of samples and types to be studied. Obviously 

as part of the Kids Financial Literacy participatory community students are immersed in a 

range of script writing formats, foldable board formats, exhibit at school site, KFL student 

literacy expert fair and other possibilities. They can choose between text types, foldable 

neighborhood models with emphasis on ATMs, Banks, stores, check cashing, wholesale 

and retail businesses, rental and real estate sites etc, anticipated income predictions and 

costs, business plans and more. In turn as they work to develop their own writing 

products/prototypes/inventions/ virtual worlds to build and to present knowledge; they 

can draw on these multiple range of communications possibilities and curate a 

compelling mix of them.  

Kids Financial Literacy stands ready to serve, support and literally “seal” students into 

seamless Speaking and Listening skills. Ironically these skills emphasized earlier on the 

history of education in the United States, have been neglected in the late 20th and for 

certain in 21st century. Kids Financial Literacy accesses students through some of its 

activity book offerings to American and Global Engineering, Science, Inventions, 

Economics, American History, Entrepreneurship, Banking, Money Management, Loans, 

financial literacy engaged local community personalities, and more. Not only can Kids 

Financial Literacy approach with circle start student discussions and closing discussions 

support immediate AUTHENTIC Speaking and Listening- for 21st Century students as they 



also access voices and inputs of local and family participants in everyday finances; but it 

can also help train and motivate students in developing oral speaking skills that are a key 

component for success as proactive citizens, community leaders, business persons, 

engineers, house owners, savvy bargain hunting consumers, bank account holders, 

multimedia software and video game designers, social network entrepreneurs, 

marketers, social communicators and workplace participants. How so?  

Kids Financial Literacy takes pride in its distinctive built in emphasis on Speaking and 

Listening throughout its teaching and learning protocols and model lesson aspects of all 

its courses. Specifically, students fully and authentic integrate intrinsic speaking and 

listening skills into their program structure learning as follows: 

I. Discussion among the participant students in all activity centered classes focuses 

on how the terms relate to real life everyday finance connected experiences and 

habits of saving and spending. All Kids Financial Literacy educators are instructed 

to facilitate student centered discussion and to make certain that students 

interact and tag one another.  

II. The multi-content thematic topics and shared project building experiences are 

inherently speaking and listening centered. They are inquiry spoken asking of key 

questions such as: What are the problems and challenges of setting up a 

business? What are the constraints of taking a loan or buying something on 

credit? Kids Financial Literacy instructional methodology assures that the student 

engineers discuss aloud responses to these questions and interact with one 

another as the instructors maintain distance as the Guide on the Side, not the 

financial Sage on the Stage. The Brainstorming second stage of the project based 

learning process involves the students sharing ideas and then talking among 

themselves as an initial financially literate cohort to come up with the most viable 

and successful financial literacy practices. Obviously, this involves not only their 

speaking, but listening and collaborating and collegially sharing with one another 

as per this key skill necessary often not taught in standard financial literacy or 

even language arts classes. As part of their project based learning, the students 

have to draw a diagram which requires inherent speaking and listening and then 

they need to explicate in speech and in writing the resources and the materials 

which they will require to implement their plan /design intervention (this could be 

a business plan or a foldable financial literacy environment model or other History 

of Money exhibit). As part of Kids Financial Literacy program the students are 

facilitated by the instructors to work as a cohort on their project based literacy 

learning. This embedded spoken and written collegial collaboration among 

student engineers is what sets Kids Financial Literacy apart from other traditional 

after school and during school programs. Kids Financial Literacy emphasizes the 



discussion aloud and in follow up writing among the students and their families 

about how their evolving activity book portfolios and project based learning can 

be improved or enhanced. It is a tribute to the embedded speaking and listening 

strand of our courses that students continue or build friendships, family 

conversations, and partnerships beyond the session time and topics offered by 

Kids Financial Literacy. That is real life real work world and real social PARCC 

necessary education!! 

5) CCSS MATHEMATICS ALIGNMENT 

I. All of the activity books include mathematical data and require solving real world 

and mathematical problems. 

II. KFL asking short response and then extended response questions and requires 

that students within their activity books and through class discussion share their 

responses. 

III. Students also use rate reasoning to solve real world financial literacy problems by 

reference to the diagrams and charts included in the activity books. 

IV. KFL business startup activity books aligns to students using ratios and 

proportionality to solve word problems dealing with percent including those 

focusing on taxes and interest.  

V. KFL explicitly links its special domain financial literacy terms to mathematical 

operations and problem solving in a project based and real world globally 

connected sense. 

6) ESL STUDENT LEARNERS: Many classes of ESL and newcomers can use the especially for 

ESL Kids Financial Literacy Activity books and Foldable Financial Environments to 

immediately trigger and engage their generally advanced international native language 

financial understandings and experiences. Expert ESL educators many of which share in 

student engineer ESL backgrounds, use an explicitly crafted Kids Financial Literacy course 

curricula to facilitate second language acquisition through first language financial 

international experience expertise. Furthermore, the students family members often 

have extensive currency, property and goods valuation and investment expertise which 

can be readily tapped for use as a speaking and listening multilingual resource for the 

Financial Literacy topics. This also nicely folds in and immediately accesses and taps ESL 

parents as partners in their children’s education as well as rightful capable and knowing 

content and life experience experts. Kids Financial Literacy thematic topics and 

international focused project based learning and other Kids Financial Literacy 

experiences, have the key necessary capacity to leverage first language content for 

second language acquisition through speaking and listening inherent in these courses. 

This can then contribute to second language enhanced reading, writing, and knowledge 

skills as well. Kids Financial Literacy was among the first during school day and after 



school education providers to recognize as it trained classes of increasingly multilingual 

ESL learners and newly arrived ESL learners that a special customized thematic culturally 

resonant curricula were necessary for ESL and newly arrived ESL learners. ESL students 

bring international financial literacy experiences, mathematical highly developed 

expertise and hard earned real life international experiences to the classroom canvas, but 

need support to transition/leverage these to English language expertise. The Especially 

for ESL learner approach was developed by Kids Financial Literacy using an education 

expert who has published on ESL student leadership and the SIOP method in Educator 

Voice IX, 2016.  

All of the above shared speaking and listening experiences which authentically 

“construct”/”build”/”plan out” as Kids Financial Literacy activities, exemplify the meaning 

of Comprehension and Collaboration as mandated by the Common Core multi-content 

Speaking and Listening Skills. Inherently the core of KFL curriculum and teaching 

methodologies is to seamlessly through portfolio compilation, use of foldable model 

environments as manipulative discussion starters, student service learning, business 

product prototype building, inventions, participation on a debate team, collaboration on 

a newsletter creations and other student centered projects assure that even beginning 

and advanced ESL students collaborate as a team and can support one another. The 

teams allow them to converse, respond to questions about design plans or prototypes 

and develop as a team critiquing one another and with feedback from outside 

community members, spoken texts for various audiences. Students can also display their 

skills or engage parents in translating and doing signage for these projects in their native 

languages. It is key that the built-in concept of a KFL Fair or EXPO infuses a real-world 

audience component for student on the spot adult and distanced peer conversations and 

explanations. 

 

LANGUAGE 

KFL topic activities are a teacher’s and peer student editors’ dream platform as far as 

addressing quickly and conveniently with the Language Standards of the multi-

disciplinary Common Core.  

 

Kids Financial Literacy in partnership with licensed school staff Grades 5-8- enriches the 

school day component with relevant and engaging authentic financial literacy 

experiences. 

Teachers in collaboration with KFL can immediately edit student based project learning 

work and activity book reflections plus signage and brochure fair work for the 

conventions of written English. They can also confer with students about their projects. 

They can have student peer community comment and edit one another’s work using one 



or more criteria. The data and individual student writing specific English conventions 

progress are made immediately accessible to the teacher, the individual student and 

readily chartable for class data driven analytics (Apollo and Newslea/ Macmillan baselines 

ready are frequently used by KFL) and presentation ready for parent review. This is a 

teacher’s conventions of English and pertinent mathematics word problems assessment 

data dream come true. Even better by its multi-content nature, our company focuses on 

difficult to teach procedural, argument, descriptive, detail, reportorial and diagram 

development plus learning on display integration of functional, informational and 

graphics documents. Obviously, all of this becomes compellingly real and immediate to 

the participant students through designing potentially profitable inventions, planning 

new business models, Financial Literacy history of Money museum brochures, currency 

artifacts, practicing roles for exhibits and deadlines for the Fair whose date is announced 

in advance. For all learners (born in then USA and elsewhere) vocabulary acquisition of 

academic and special domain word use are key. Students can draw on ESL or community 

member recorded prompts for ESL or special needs learners (for nuanced word 

pronunciation in different grammatical uses and for special domain and in different forms 

of English –British versus USA), and slides to develop their own special domain uses for 

the Kids Financial Literacy Terms that are in integral part of the activity books with 

nuanced definitions in finance as opposed to other academic uses. They can work 

collaboratively using print grades 5-8 specialized vocabulary books to create their own 

grade, research topic, and/or author private language special vocabulary alphabet book 

or glossary of words. This topic models real world publications that use this vocabulary 

nuance and acquisition skill to inform general reader as well as financial literacy specific 

middle and high school courses with such special domain glossaries. To add vocabulary 

acquisition to the curriculum standard students can import illustrations or create their 

own illustrated term glossaries or native language explanations of these terms. Kids 

Financial Literacy stands ready to curate and to publish in real world format financial 

vocabulary research that was once the province of lexicographers alone!! All language 

power to the students, KFL enabled and engaged. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B) Danielson Frameworks 

By design, Kids Financial Literacy is intrinsically aligned to the Danielson Frameworks. 

1) Domain 1: Planning and Preparation 

All KFL topics and thematic project based activity books plus the teaching guides are 

steeped in the same research and multi-content literacy best practices foundation as are 

the instructional classes taught by our expert instructors. In addition to content relate 

pedagogy, the counseling and mentoring component of the KFL social and emotional 

learning programs turn on guidance counselor child and adolescent development 

insights, special needs student understandings with ample individuation for a broad 

spectrum of learning styles. Given the inclusion and key roles of expert ESL instructors 

and diverse faculty, the needs of ESL learners are intrinsically included in the planning 

and preparation of KFL offerings. Coherent instruction and group work generates from 

the same classroom during the day expertise that informs instruction. Student 

customized assessment tools utilize and are parallel to used at school site or accepted 

student mosls. Rubrics, surveys, reflective journals and exit commentary forms parallel 

those most widely used and accepted during the school day instruction. 

2) DOMAIN 2: The Classroom Environment 

Student collaboration and interaction with one another is stressed as part of their 

thematic project based literacy and collaborative artistic productions. Student pride and 

expectations for quality of learning and content are set by Kids Financial Literacy 

celebrations, expos, performances, and exhibits plus target dates for sharing materials. 

Classroom behavior is carefully orchestrated with the same transitions, use of the 

foldable model to focus class conversation and to engage the broad spectrum of students 

including ESL, Special Needs, and other learning styles students, and closing conversation, 

routines and paraprofessional support that are inherent in the classroom during the 

school day.  

3) Domain 3: Instruction 

Kids Financial Literacy is entirely student centered with a heightened program focus on 

communications with students and use of spoken and written language. Clear directions 

and expectations for learning are a cornerstone of the aligned by expert teacher multi-

content, activity book centered curricula used for the thematic project based learning 

and the college and career preparation courses. A key company focus and training of its 

own staff lies in questioning, prompts, challenges, and student centered tagged 

conversation. 

Students help design and are owners of their thematic project based learning rubrics and 

quantitative assessments. They also receive instructor and audience feedback on their 

projects, They identify project peer leaders who take on assessment and monitoring of 

progress toward clearly stated deadlines. 



Instructors demonstrate flexibility and adjust as needed course materials to differentiate 

for student needs. 

4) Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities 

Instructors for Kids Financial Literacy are encouraged to reflect on their instruction and to 

give feedback to the Director of the Program. Most importantly the staff refine, retool 

and share project based and student centered teaching strategies for all the courses 

including the college and career preparation.  

The staff maintain both instructional and student social and emotional needs data. They 

work together to make certain that each student’s academic, cultural, special talents and 

needs are addressed. 

Kids Financial Literacy has a newsletter that communicates with families and further 

connects the families. It also collaborates with host or partner school districts in 

connecting with parents and local community partners who will come to the classes or 

Skype or allow students to visit for a tour. 

Kids Financial Literacy develops for the various thematic project based learning topics 

customized to school’s needs, family partnership, family expertise and family 

collaboration opportunities.  

Kids Financial Literacy has an extensive staff and outside expert run during school day, 

summer, and after school program and convenes content staff development training 

sessions during the year to enhance the staff professionalism and cohesion as a teaching 

and learning community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C) Principles of PARCC-Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers- 

The goal of the PARCC Partnership is simply making certain that on every grade level educators 

in multiple subject content areas are readying students with specific content skills and 

investigative verbal and mathematical fluencies so they can be prepared for successful entry to 

college and capacity to complete college course within a reasonable amount of time. Beyond 

completion of college or post high school specialized training, the goal of the PARCC Standards is 

for students to emerge from training or college ready to enter careers, which might also include 

running their own businesses. 

As far as literacy the PARCC models for multi-content, multi-grade literacy instruction, reflects 

the integrated and seamlessly flowing cycle of reading, writing and research which feed into one 

another in almost any subject and then feed back into one or another of the key skills strands. As 

all educators know these key multi-disciplinary skills rest on a foundational skill set that includes 

citing evidence, analyzing content, using correct grammar, acquiring and applying vocabulary, 

conducting discussions and reporting findings. 

Kids Financial Literacy capitalizes on using financial literacy special domain insider terms, 

facts, operations, local foldable models, relevant in use tools, functional and informational 

documents and high interest money history, budgeting, business start-ups, credit versus debit 

and student centered service learning, activity book portfolio compilation, and project based 

literacy learning as catalysts for student and family centered platforms for all the above named 

skills and financial literacy content. Using the activity book inquiry question with short responses 

and extended responses as well as multiple choice questions plus research identified forms or 

actual on site adult expert/participant as evidence, students can analyze and compare and 

contrast key financial literacy institutions, frameworks, currency exchanges, work conditions and 

borrowing/investment venues. They can cite evidence and the text supporting or not supporting 

certain packaging, advertisements, sales, or endorsements. They can interview shop owners. 

Once they integrate this market research into their own plans, they can debate their findings 

among their Kids Financial Literacy community teams and have their responses shared with 

other schools. The discussion can include perhaps a local store owner,  business person, or real 

estate broker discussing how he or she budgets and conducts business.  

They can also conduct conversations or hang out with international distanced 

international and regional community members to find out their experiences and opinions on 

differing new business startups or currency and job opportunities. With even one speedily, safe 

and innovative Kids Financial Literacy students energetically can partake in a worldwide current 

literacy real business conversation. Even more wonderful they can tap into their own family 

international experts and experiences to do so, a win-win. They will lose no time in finding 

evidence for whatever positions they hold and in delivering through expert comments, word 

docs, photos, video clips and even hand illustrated drawings from family/adult expert talks. Will 

this type of KFL mediated instruction with access and commentary from international and local 



sources and an enabled project with products and a KFL expo audience for students in middle 

school model what they will need to do for college reading survey courses on marketing, 

economics, business development, banking and investment studies? Absolutely, they may even 

recycle some of the sources and products from KFL middle school when they get to college.  

As for careers using KFL methodologies and techniques to identify and vet reliable 

applicable to design sources, discuss with peer partners and international, local and parent/ 

stake holder community (including invited, listed outsiders), develop word doc arguments, fairs 

with brochures, demonstration and fact sharing quizzes, vocabulary glossaries, business plans, 

anticipated spending budgets and profit margin analyses plus new products designs and then 

share these views out; does that not match career preparation or actual career level work in 

school? Is that not the essence and product of real world event planner, worker, entrepreneur, 

product developer, business forecaster, market analysis, and money management careers and 

opportunities and beyond? KFL instructors put tomorrow’s needed financial literacy and real 

world savvy consumer expertise in today’s school student hands. Students future careers factor 

into today’s KFL topic offerings. Students enrolled in Kids Financial Literacy courses today in 

grades 5--8 are actively training for careers as: urban planners, product developers, marketing 

strategists, entrepreneurs, researchers, writers, financial analysts, dancers, community activists, 

artists, guidance counselors, public health, currency exchangers, international market analysts, 

financial literacy trainers, entrepreneurial business startups, fashion design, and infinite number 

of other 21st century opportunities. Some of these will be identified and ultimately selected by 

the students from these grades 5-8 KFL topic experiences. These experiences will have been 

relevant building blocks in that choice. 

The PARCC frameworks for ELA / Math and multi- content literacy focus on the 

cultivation of students’ literacy and skills in preparation for college and career readiness as well 

as future PARCC assessments. In what ways do all KFL topics prepare students for college and 

careers beyond those already in the licensed teacher administered grades 5 through 8 courses? 

KFL nurtures and fosters its student researchers to read complex financial literacy informational 

and functional texts and to use those to respond to mathematics embedded inquiry questions. 

KFL multi-content techniques and use of infinite vibrant real world illustrations and real world 

marketing materials make PARCC “Writing to Texts” real and even fun as students can start from 

routine writing analyzing print and video ads for hygiene, snack, fast food, sports gear products, 

provide their opinions and survey others within their KFL class community, show results of their 

surveys, to ‘jazz’ up an in-depth real world project that would immerse students in the field of 

advertising market research, product design, business startup plans, credit card versus debit 

cards, consumer advocacy, consumer reporting and more! 

 

 

 



D) 21st CENTURY STANDARDS PAGE 

KFL activity books and foldable financial literacy environments are the perfect, multidimensional 

platforms for empowering and enabling students as 21st Century Thinkers. 

21st Century thinking skills - Creativity and Innovation, Communication and Collaboration, Critical 

thinking and Decision making Kids Financial Literacy raises, heightens and inculcates these 

necessary skills for student success and needed social contributions. KFL programs immediately 

access students to these skills necessary for strategic, social and life success. 

 

21st Century Thinking Necessitates: 

1) Creativity and Innovation 

KFL materials include multiple collaborative opportunities and thematic project based 

financial literacy experiences. These are inherently about innovating, developing and 

reinventing or discovering new product, portfolio, performance or prototype aspects of 

needed as yet untapped business or consumer or financially savvy citizen opportunities, 

local concerns, or market concerns. Students are encouraged to work together in teams 

or small groups to brainstorm multiple, different artistic and culturally and community 

consonant business, consumer, and marketer solutions to these concerns. 

2) Communication and Collaboration 

Kids Financial Literacy trains explicitly in intensive Common Core Speaking and Listening 

terms students as future entrepreneurs and students as 

product/portfolio/performance/prototype developers to immediately, seamlessly and 

safely communicate with one another and exchange ideas- verbal through docs, visual 

through graphics and video and multi-sensory foldable environment resources with ease. 

When grades K-8 students participate as financially focused collaborators, creators and 

commentators in a company program, it enables this type of real world workplace and 

corporate atmosphere relationship and communication to be real for the students in 

middle school. Without down time for individual platform start, students can work 

quietly together within the time span of the class and usually beyond it as their 

collaboration becomes real world friendship reality. They use the storage and 

productivity aspects of their ongoing financial community questions from their activity 

books questions or thematic learning to build file portfolios for their activity book 

inspired projects. Often in classrooms invaluable time is wasted in explaining what 

communication and collaboration is, rather than allowing students to actually 

communicate and collaborate. With KFL that can happen and take place among the 

students themselves using the foldable themed KFL environments as collaboration 

catalysts. In a similar fashion, many teachers model collaboration as part of mathematics 

and ELA projects and explain abstractly to students how it might be done. With shared 

previous and evolving KFL student topic themed projects such as forums on the history of 



work or community entrepreneurial rent and marketing challenges, students can get into 

the media mix KFL sandbox and “play” together to produce a broad spectrum of Kids 

Financial Literacy curriculum related collaboration possibilities. These final products, 

productions, portfolios and performances be shared together at the end of the 

collaboration as happens with a traditional class collaboration project. Students can also 

be supported and facilitated in refining and maximizing their collaborative skills by the 

teacher’s review and development of a classroom connected ELA CCSS reading, writing, 

speaking and knowledge skills rubric and a parallel Mathematics operations, terms and 

word problem rubric for their ongoing work. This assures end product success and 

reduces the failed collaborations that end in rifts or collaborations which are in reality 

solo/boss efforts with one collaborator doing or contributing little to the effort. Each 

team member’s collaborative contribution and individual tasks completed are 

transparently accessible through group narration and explicit team member noted, 

recorded and spoken attribution. 

3) Critical Thinking and Decision Making 

Kids Financial Literacy, during school, after school and summer institute programming 

facilitates students in becoming critical thinkers and decision makers. 

Activity book continual prompts, challenges, inquiry specific short response and extended 

response open ended questions validate and concretize “construct” critical thinking and 

the decision making process for their student users. Student centered work in all KFL 

experiences and topics/experiences is all about critical thinking and decision making with 

its being manifest in student centered, owned business plans, pricing and marketing 

plans, new products, multiple alternative plans for saving and not falling into debt, 

diagrams to support and “learning on display” represent reviews of alternative 

competing credit and debit cards, bank interest research plans, exhibits multilingual Kids 

Financial Literacy Fairs to share in student terms with school and distanced peers and 

family/community financially driven critical thinking and decision making.  

For example, a student has to explain his or her thinking in Mathematics about sales and 

discounts. In a traditional math, grades 6-7 classroom students might walk up to the 

Smart board and write out their thinking with words plus the mathematical comparisons 

between percents and fractions to authenticate given a regular price which discount is 

more advantageous for the consumer. Using the KFL project based and interactive 

communication process, procedural narrative, and critical thinking, student math 

explainers- a key skill on all new mathematics standardized tests and continuing through 

SAT and ACT testing – can actually scan of photograph with their phones the coupon 

discount artifact and then print flyer discount. They can get a product photo or grab a clip 

art image of the product, they can video themselves or a peer as a consumer or they can 

audio record their explanations. They have options to choose from in terms of their 



presentation and can be decision makers as they weight the creative math explanation 

choices. Who says ratios versus percents versus fractions cannot be fun problems and 

creatively real? Who says student consumers in today’s 7th grade Math classes cannot 

develop transparent consumer discount labeling practices today? Not any student or 

teacher who has participated in KFL programs. 

What about social issues and proactive community engagement? Can thematic Kids 

Financial Literacy topics such as budgeting, opening a store, using a credit versus a debit 

card and other critical saving choices be aligned to decision making process that every 

21st century thinker has to be able to use and to use well? Take bioengineering of new 

and better than naturally grown products? Perfect grapes, gigantic red tomatoes, pit less 

dates, fruits with coloration that goes beyond that found in nature? Is that a science 

possible positive and a preferred future profitable and entrepreneurially trend or is this a 

science possible negative and a future trend to be stopped in its inception because of 

health, environmental and ecosystem dangers? How must an ethical business person as 

well as a health-conscious consumer weigh his or her individual response to these 

choices? While the jury on this business, entrepreneurial, pricing and health conscious 

consumer decision is out and not even resolvable yet, students in Kids Financial Literacy 

can begin as do all adult citizens to consider the factors in making a social decision about 

this dilemma. They can investigate different perspectives using the internet and 

interviewing local food market owners as well as nutritionists. They can query local food 

suppliers, environmentalists, companies that produce these products and more. They can 

investigate videos or audio files podcasts that debate these issues. They can organize a 

hangout on this topic. They can then weigh and evaluate the doc, video, site, human 

resource and printed source references they get. They record their process as they begin 

to formulate an evidence related perspective and tentative position on this hot topic. 

Most importantly they can make these financial tinged with health, pricing and marketing 

issues come live through including their family, often internationally based family views 

into this discussion. Subject content expert instructors in a given Kids Financial Literacy 

limited time activity book session offer the student decision maker a protocol for 

financial literacy informed decision making that will situate the student as a current and 

future 21st century citizen.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



E) Council for Economic Education 

Kids Financial Literacy takes pride in addressing all the Council for Economic Education Standards 

(2011) on a grade and age appropriate level for middle school students. 

1. Earning Income- Each of the activity books includes sections and activities that focus on 

earning income. For example, the Basics of Money talks about working and has students 

do an oral history interview with their parents. Other activity books including Business 

and Taxes, focus on the potential profits inherent in opening a store as well as the losses 

and yet another activity book Saving and Investing is all about how to save money plus 

stock market investment and real estate. 

2. Buying goods and services which deals with making informed spending choices and 

budgeting is covered in KFL’s Basics of Money activity book as well as the Banks and 

Credit Cards activity book. 

3. Saving is the total focus of Savings and Investments activity book. Saving is also 

emphasized in the Basics of Money. 

4. Using credit is the central focus of Banks and Credit Cards which covers credit scores, and 

debit versus credit card use. 

5. Financial investments and risk is introduced in depth, appropriate for middle school 

students in the Savings and Investments activity book. 

In addition, the Council Standards for Economic Education, emphasize using decision 

making skills such as goal setting which includes an emphasis on business planning that 

the Starting a Business includes and comparing profits and expenses which aligns with 

KFL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



F) UDL UNIVERSAL DESIGN  

Kids Financial Literacy differentiated and individuated learning and teaching options plus ESL 

student curriculum make it an ideal provider for realizing the goals of Universal Design for 

Learning. 

Growing numbers of educators as well as the public are coming to share the UDL –Universal 

Design for Learning Center’s perspective about how the purpose of schooling is not just to have 

students master the content of a specific curricula body of knowledge or specific set of skills, but 

also to have them master learning itself. The increasingly adapted national and international 

Universal Design for Learning model predicates that students must become expert learners who 

are: strategic, skillful and goal directed, knowledgeable and purposeful wanting to learn more. 

A key tenet of Universal Design for Learning is that teachers should and can set goals in ways 

that acknowledge learner variability, which is what Carol Tomlinson calls Differentiated 

Instruction. UDL emphasizes that students of different learning styles and strengths and from 

different backgrounds and expertise, require multiple options, pathways, tools, and scaffolds for 

reaching mastery. UDL advocates developing expert learners with expectations that the multiple 

pathways and alternative options can allow each individual learner to tap strengths and build 

them for success. UDL details how the hallmark of materials is their variability and flexibility. 

Kids Financial Literacy skills, creation, and use of its customized foldable financial board 

environment opportunities immediately allow school staff in tandem with KFL expert teachers to 

infuse UDL as a classroom reality! 

UDL Educator Guidelines and how Kids Financial Literacy authenticates them: 

1) Provide Multiple Means of Representation: 

I. Our company empowers its student creators and family members to use the 

extensive diagrams, visuals, graphic characters, and foldable detailed start up kits 

as anchors to create with visuals, graphics, audio files, model business 

advertisements, posters, brochures about credit versus debit card use, saving 

versus spending and exhibits detailing the history of money. 

Student learners can choose among a group of options for the single or multiple 

ones which address their selected KFL project and their purpose plus learning 

preferences and styles. 

II. Provide options for language, mathematical expressions, and symbols: 

KFL projects can clarify mathematical and financial literacy domain expressions 

using the various supported media available including videos, narration, 

advertisements and photos that do promote understanding across multiple 

languages. 

III. Provide options for comprehension: 

A major selling point for Kids Financial Literacy as partner for schools is that its 

expertise in infusing technologies and critical thinking methodologies is perfect 



for implementing UDL Guidelines is that student users can manipulate the visual 

/photographic and price sheets/stock ticker functions available to guide 

differentiated and individuated viewer/audience (peer and adult) comprehension 

of knowledge display. They can communicate their developing ideas which they 

have to explain as per museum/fair explainers protocol or create a model 

business plan and explain how they did addressing elements of a KFL competition 

mandate. Best of all they have to present it at the KFL fair that is announced at 

the beginning of the course. 

2) Provide Multiple Means for Action and Expression 

I. By definition our company serves as an instructional portal for and provides 

access to tools and assistive technologies. 

II. Provide options for expression and communication: 

Given a range of speech to text, text to speech, pictures, use of each topic kit 

foldable environment to spark discussion and more, KFL provides students with 

infinite means of mixable format options for expression and communication. 

III. Provide options for executive functions: 

Kids Financial Literacy allows and promotes as its integral mission student self-

initiated or at least self-directed learning as students plan their projects and use 

the foldable environments modeled on the original KFL boards among other 

components to manage their project information and resources. 

Management of the already filed and doc stored data and resources will provide 

students with the ability to do this type of self-monitoring and the experience 

with it. Students own their creations, decisions, products, productions, portfolios, 

performances and exhibits. They develop, brainstorm, peer critique and then 

retool. The executive function of owning the product is what drives the 

engagement and ongoing expansion of KFL which is populated by student and 

family owners of their intellectual properties. 

3) PROVIDE MULTIPLE MEANS For ENGAGEMENT: 

I. Optimize relevance, value and authenticity- students will have the value of their 

creations connected and invited peer and adult community plus their feedback. 

II. Provide options for sustaining effort and persistence:  

KFL thematic finance topic learning during school day, after schools and summer 

institute courses with regularly scheduled company Fairs assure community and 

collaboration and allow teachers to vary end goals and demands of the tasks or 

projects to address different student ability levels. KFL facilitates student entry 

into evolving technology contests and grant winning opportunities such as the 

Toshiba Challenge, NFTE entrepreneurial starter funds, Honda, Youth Media 



Showcase, NYS Library and Barnes& Noble’s Performances, Best Buy, Verizon, 

Turn 2 Foundation and other opportunities. 

III. Provide for self regulation:  

KFL places students in charge of their own selected financial theme data and in a 

positive mode of self assurance and optimism. Together with their KFL inquiry 

team and pair partner community partners, they practice and inculcate data 

saving, presentation and investigative skills that will see them into successful 

lifelong learners and experts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



G) Social and Emotional Competencies- SEL 

KFL is extremely sensitive to the role attainment of these competencies plays in students’ future 

and current academic, family, social and civic success. 

Kids Financial Literacy takes pride in how its programs of financially focused thematic project 

based learning- business planning, budgeting, pricing, marketing, saving, spending and stock 

market plus more: all address, enhance and expand multiple student SEL (Social and Emotional 

Learning). 

1) Self Management 

All of KFL offerings are designed to help students independently regulate and reflect on 

their emotions. Each activity session includes time to explicitly model and engage 

students in managing stress with explicit connection to how money can cause stress, 

controlling unneeded spending impulses, self-motivating savings, and setting goals for 

business plans and other tuition and large expenditures. KFL thematic Project Based 

Learning courses all deal with setting goals and working towards their attainment. 

2) Self Awareness 

Expert and mature KFL instructors share and support students in understanding emotions 

as they work toward goals and realistically self-assessing their strengths and challenges. 

Every activity, course, project, challenge and service is developed to positively bolster the 

participant student’s identity, financial self control, and self-confidence. All classes, 

projects, creations, productions, events and undertakings by Kids Financial Literacy 

celebrate optimism in a product, portfolio, or performance driven outcome. 

3) Responsible Decision Making 

Every aspect of KFL is about responsible fiscal, savings. Planning, spending, profit making, 

and business decision making. Students in debate and in most projects base their 

decisions and positions on details which backup safety, social and ethical considerations. 

There is an intense focus within KFL on backing up choices with constructive safe 

solutions which are based in authentic viable research. 

4) Relationship Skills 

Each project, steam design, team and portfolio compilation focuses on the benefits of 

building relationships with diverse groups.  

5) Social Awareness 

The various service learning opportunities designed by students at KFL such as 

community gardening and environmental profitable and needed inventions, sometimes 

with the support of corporate volunteers or school family stakeholders, focus on 

developing empathy for others and respecting diversity. Among such KFL planned with 

emphasis on financial learning drives are: coat drives, school beautification, cost 

accessible hydroponic gardens in the neighborhood, collection of holiday toys for 

homeless /shelter kids, collecting and packaging canned foods and goods for the needy. 



H) DYCD 

Circles of Support- A Family Engagement Framework 

Kids Financial Literacy has been developed in tandem with DYCD staff and is proud to 

incorporate the specific principles of Dycd’s approach of engaging, supporting and developing 

relationships with families. 

1. Specifically, Kids Financial Literacy (KFL) promotes the key components of the Circles of 

Support as follows: 

I. Participation:  Families are always engaged in the key activities of KFL on all levels as is 

concretized by the Family Engagement Tips in the activity books.  Student 

conversation prompts include suggestions that they share family financial 

experiences, cultural attitudes and insights.  The Enrichment Activities section of each 

lesson presented in the classroom often include expanding knowledge through an 

oral history, primary source interview with family members and research in 

partnership with family members. There are many opportunities for family members 

to visit or to Skype with the classes to authenticate savings, loan, property, job, 

business, and history of money and other concerns. Finally, the families are the key 

audiences and interactive participants for the Financial Literacy Expos. Podcasts, 

history of Money Museums in school and student led small group English and other 

languages informational presentations which are the core culminating project based 

learning of Kids Financial Literacy. 

II. Communication:  The KFL program family interactions are inherently positive since 

the families are “brought in” to the financial literacy content as international experts 

and allowed if desired to present in native languages with translations available.  

Furthermore , the family audiences and participants at the Expos and other 

culminating projects are not only interactively engaged through quizzes, discussions 

and demonstrations but also are encouraged to share in English or other native 

languages their feedback via formative and summative assessments.  This feedback is 

reviewed and program offerings are internally tweaked to address family concerns 

and to provide for customization and cultural resonance of set topics. 

III. Partnerships: KFL encourages and offers opportunities for family members to partner 

in many of its History of Money Museum in School Projects where family members 

bring in cultural and currency artifacts and record audio file docent explanations to 

make content consonant with their experiences. Parents share in responsibility and 

supervision of KFL outreach to distanced peer schools and liaison relationship with 

community center and presentations to elected officials,  Parents are encouraged to 



plan with educators to being in local parent career, job and financial experts to 

concretize the experiences. 

2. KFL realizes and shares the DYCD core values with respect to family engagement as 

follows: 

I.  KFL partners with families and establishes trust through use of parent experts in 

classroom and active planning and participation with parents of culminating projects 

plus immediate responsiveness to parent feedback and suggestions. 

II.  KFL appreciates its participants’ strengths in terms of financial literacy life expertise, 

cultural key financial values, and diversity brought to this initial immersion by infusing 

in their native languages or in English their ethnic diversity and actual artifacts and 

operation of how financial literacy plays out in their culture. 

III.  Recognition of families of origin or of choice.  The key to KFL’s family engagement is 

that zero distinction or inquiry is to whether the student is residing with a family of 

biological origin or of choice (foster, adoption, caregiver).  Students are motivated to 

learn from the adults who nurture them and to partner with them in KFL activities. 

IV.  Since so many of the activities encourage and challenge students to reach out for 

family engagement precisely to diversify and enrich research and knowledge, it is 

inherent in KFL philosophy that family culture, language, ethnicity, gender, and 

gender identity are cherished for their potential to broaden understanding of how 

finance authentically operates. 

V. The projects are of course age and grade and developmentally appropriate for the 

specific student group and the scope of family participation and solicitation of 

resources or experts for the program is sensitive to families’ needs at the specific site. 

3. KFL aligns with DYCD’s approach to family engagement as follows: 

I.  Cultivates partnerships with schools, community based organizations, and families by 

sharing spaces and leveraging resources of the partners to maximize audience for KFL 

events, culminating projects, and outreach.  Feedback from these partners not only 

financially expands the programming and excursions to broaden authentic financial 

literacy investigation, but also mutually enhances shared goals for community 

collaboration and cohesion. 

II.  Creates a welcoming climate for families that gives them a sense of belonging and 

being key partners in ongoing classroom student centered conversations, project 

based expert and adult expert learning, and in community outreach.  Not only are 



parents valued, they are key collaborators with KFL on site student lead research 

teams and are the audience and behind scenes planners of the evolving customized 

to their needs curricula. 

 

4. Positive Youth Development 

 

KFL shares in the DYCD approach to engage participant youth in productive experiences, 

recognize and enhance their strengths, and promote positive outcomes. 

DYCD articulates key factors that promote positive youth development. 

KFL programming and curricula make infuse and enhance these factors as follows: 

 

I. Positive Social Norms-Through tapping peer, learning center, school and student 

families/caregivers for collaboration, leading and planning KFL activities, KFL 

authenticates its valuing of diversity and culture.  Beyond a respectful environment, a 

KFL program engages youth in honoring and actively learning from diverse family 

members. 

II. Supportive Relationships- KFL is all about supporting and listening to students and 

relating the basic tenets of financial literacy to their experiences and cultures. Indeed, 

the foldable boards are designed to concretize and to equalize conversational and 

cultural access to excellence in financial literacy.  

III. Opportunities to belong- KFL is full of students opportunities to belong including ones 

to be a team member of a Money Museum within the school or a Community 

outreach financial advisor or to develop a project at the end of each lesson as part of 

a group.  Students are routinely paired with one another.  KFL models the local, 

national and global connections and belonging that is part of our 21st century life. 

IV. Appropriate Programmatic Structure- Since the KFL curricula and activities were 

designed by a licensed educator, they are all age, grade, culturally and learning style 

inclusive with options for differentiation and individuation as needed. 

V. Integration of family, School, and Community Efforts.  The KFL Money Museum within 

school, the Kids Financial Literacy Advisor Student Team, the Kids Expo Organizing 

team, The Parent and Child Collaborative KFL Inquiry and Interview Team and many 

other projects connect students to the community and to adult stakeholders plus 

students have the option of developing their own KFL newsletter or website for their 

program in partnership with parents and adult stakeholders. 

VI. Opportunities for relevant skills development are at the crux of KFL since students 

learn and demonstrate:  check writing, balancing accounts, opening bank accounts, 

reading for best advantages and comparing between competing credit offers, 

evaluating whether to spend for wants or defer to pay loans and necessities and 



infinite number of necessary for real world skills.  KFL is all about relevant financial 

skills and strategic informed decision making. 

VII. Opportunities to make a difference - Since students can go out to do outreach in 

community centers and at PTA meetings speaking in English or in native languages as 

financial advisors their program is inherently one that demonstrably affects adult and 

young peers for the good. The entire unit on saving and loans and deferring impulse 

buying to save for long term goals models lifelong habits of fiscal and personal 

responsibility. 

 

5. Youth Leadership Development 

 

DYCD wants to go beyond empowering youth with skills and a sense of teamwork. 

The goal of this framework is to inspire Youth Leaders. 

Kids Financial Literacy has built in infinite opportunities for its middle school learners to lead 

right away as they acquire the skills and competencies of the program. 

DYCD posits inner characteristics which include but are not limited to: motivation, self awareness 

and persistence.  All KFL projects require those qualities and build them so that students can 

complete the projects including group work , interviews, community outreach, newsletters, 

museums and other projects that inculcate these qualities.  The smooth running of these 

projects rewards these qualities. 

I. Communication: DYCD wants to foster leadership building confidence, positive attitudes, 

active listening, effective communications and more. Again, given the infinite number of 

chances students have to address peers, adults, interview local community members 

about their infinite financial dealings and then present to peers, run social events, and set 

up an interactive presentation:  they are essentially receiving exemplary real world 

outcome training. 

II. Collaboration: Kids Financial Literacy is all about students collaborating to produce its 

project based learning and going out on their own with adult supervision to convene 

events, delegate tasks and organize.  They lead during the program right away in middle 

school. 
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